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Welcome to our Autumn 2017 edition 
of FreeFlow, Lucite International’s (LI) 
EMEA customer magazine. In this 
packed issue in addition to our normal 
range of in-depth articles and quick 
snippets of information, we have added 
a brand new acrylic gallery feature, 
showcasing outstanding uses of acrylic 
in the marketplace, which we hope to 
make a regular feature. We have our 
usual market overview and, six months 
on, we take a follow-up look at how LI 
is fi tting into the reconfi gured global 
Mitsubishi Chemical Corporation (MCC)
structure with benefi cial synergies 
already beginning to be visible. As usual 
we are delighted to be able to go out into 
the market and have the opportunity of 
profi ling two LI customers who produce 
very different types of acrylic products. 
Whilst closer to home we examine what 
it takes to embed 5S-based attitudes 
as part of an ongoing improvement 
programme in a long-established 
business like LI. And fi nally in this issue 
we explore how different national 
attitudes impact on the ways of doing 
business, with a fascinating article 
exploring Japanese culture and how, in 
some ways, it differs fundamentally from 
other national cultures when it comes to 
corporate behaviour. 
 I hope you enjoy this issue of 
FreeFlow (FF) and, as always, we’d be 
delighted to receive any feedback or 
comments you may have. Email me: 
peter.snodgrass@lucite.com

Welcome
to the October 2017 
issue of FreeFlow

News in brief

01 Awards

Cassel recognised for 
being good neighbour.
Cassel site (EMEA monomers production 
facility) was recently recognised for its 
‘outstanding contribution to the Borough 
of Stockton-on-Tees’ by the local 
council. In making the award the Civic 
Awards panel commented that: “LI is 
committed to implementing practices that 
promote safety, health and care for both 
stakeholders and the environment. The 
company has a long history of backing 
Billingham-based events including the 
Community Carnival and the Community 
Games. LI’s workforce is highly active 
in supporting local charities and events. 
The business also provides high quality 
opportunities at graduate and school 
leaver level for young people”.

03 Technology

Why social media is 
increasingly important.
More and more people are going 
straight to social media rather than 
to websites to learn about and make 
contact with businesses. That’s why LI 
are investing time to ensure that they 
maintain an online social presence 
via Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn and 
Pinterest. For example a recent Facebook 
Live broadcast increased traffi c to the 
Lucitelux® brand page by over 100%. 
On average LI’s Facebook page is being 
seen by over 10,000 people a month 
from 45 countries (up 36% on last year). 
We’re averaging more than 30,000 Twitter 
followers a month from 12 countries (up 
25% on last year); our LinkedIn posts are 
being seen by 40,000 people a month 
(up 29% on last year); and our posts on 
Pinterest are now being seen by around 
30,000 people a month (up 282% on 
last year). Mitsubishi Chemical Europe 
(MCE) has also recently launched their 
own LinkedIn page https://www.linkedin.
com/company/748569/

02 Products

Building a bridge 
between industry 
and nature.
At a recent talk given by Robert Woods, 
Director of the Industry Nature 
Conservation Association (INCA), to 220 
guests at the 20th Annual Dinner of the 
Tees and Hartlepool Users’ Association, 
LI’s Cassel site was cited as an example 
of industry protecting its neighbouring 
environment. LI’s Cassel plant is a 
longstanding member of INCA so it was 
pleasing to be recognised as a business 
that is environmentally responsible by 
a conservation organisation.

05 People

LI says farewell and 
thanks to Ian Lambert.
Having spent 32 years with LI since its 
formation from the ICI and Dupont 
acrylic businesses in 1993, former CEO 
Ian Lambert, has seen momentous 
changes that have taken the company 
through private equity ownership with 
a European and North American focus, 
to its current market-leading position as 
part of the global Mitsubishi Chemical 
Corporation. The development and 
scale up of the Alpha technology under 
his leadership was a game changer for 
the methacrylates industry and having 
handed over leadership of the business 
in 2015 to Miyaki san, his departure 
from the company this year sees him not 
looking back nostalgically to his years in 
the chemical industry, but rather looking 
forward optimistically to a future for a 
strong world scale business that he has 
been one of the architects in creating. 

06 Sustainability

Care in the workplace can 
be a win-win strategy.
Changes resulting from the  
implementation of a new 5S management 
system, which aims to embed a culture 
of spontaneous and continuous 
improvement of working environment at 
the LI EMEA monomer production site at 
Cassel in the UK, are already evident just 
eight months into the programme. 

See page 20

07 Sustainability

New synergies 
emerging in MCC.
Six months on from the formation of the 
new Mitsubishi Chemical Corporation 
(MCC) the business is already establishing 
new connections and beginning to 
develop the structures necessary to 
respond to markets like Africa, India and 
China and seeking to improve long-term 
operational stability by applying best 
practice from across all of MCC’s 
businesses. 

See page 14

09 Technology

‘Alpha II’ plant.
The market eagerly awaits product from 
the largest ever MMA plant, which has 
been built under a joint venture between 
Mitsubishi Chemical Corporation and 
Saudi Basic Industries Corporation (SABIC).   
You can see photos of the new plant on 
page 5. 

See page 5

04 Products

Lighter, Brighter 
Everywhere.
In this issue FF showcases spectacular 
examples of acrylic being used in the 
market, in case you’ve missed them on 
our websites.

See page 10

11 Customer Case Study

Cover story.
Over 30 years of pioneering the use of 
acrylic components in pressure rated 
applications have made Blanson Ltd a world 
leader in the manufacture of hyperbaric 
oxygen chambers, pharmaceutical 
filtration columns and complete pressure 
hulls for submersible vehicles.

See page 6

10 Customer Case Study

Birleşik Akrilik 
Sanayi (BAS). 
We take a look at one of Turkey’s market 
leading producers of cast acrylic sheets 
and solid surface material sheets.

See page 16

08 People

Insights into the 
culture of Japan.
With 14 manufacturing locations across 
the globe the LI corporate culture is an 
assimilation of a wide range of different 
national cultures but, as an integral part 
of MCC, forefront amongst these is the 
culture of Japan. FF takes a look at what 
differentiates Japanese work culture from 
other locations in the world.

See page 23
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Cast acrylic sheet for glazing, signs, lighting, 
fabrication and sanitary ware.

PMMA for auto, medical, optical, point   
of sale, light transmission and sound barriers.

Surface coatings, acrylic latex, lacquers, 
adhesives and enamels.

Resins for speciality chemicals and
coatings.

Impact modifiers and processing aids for 
rigid PVC windows and other profiles.

Composite sinks and solid surface.

Downstream MMA use in a mature market (%)

24
30
26
12
6
2

‘Alpha II’  
eagerly awaited
All eyes are focussed on Saudi Arabia, with the 
imminent start up of the world’s largest ever MMA 
plant (250,000 metric tonne annual capacity). This 
second Alpha technology MMA plant, also includes  
a 40,000 metric tonne pMMA plant. 

The joint venture between Mitsubishi Chemical 
Corporation and Saudi Basic Industries 
Corporation (SABIC) helps both companies 
further their strategic goals and bring benefit 
to not just the Middle East but, the global 
MMA marketplace to support security of 

supply and stimulate further innovation in 
use of acrylic materials. We aim to share 
more details of the incredible story behind 
construction of this world scale plant in future 
editions of FreeFlow. 

01

02

03

04

01  Storage tanks at the new  
Alpha II plant. 

02  Dusk falls in Al Jubail over the new 
world scale MMA plant. 

03  Cutting edge testing facilities. 
04  Control room personnel check and 

manage the plant operations. 
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The EMEA methacrylate monomers team 
is passionate about delivering added value 
to its customers and industry partners 
in the merchant market. To be effective 
in what we do requires us to continually 
invest time and energy into understanding 
the marketplace and its dynamics. Our 
local representatives in the field, together 
with our world-class business systems, 
mean we have the best possible access to 
reliable information to do just that. As part 
of our regular review (published both online 
at www.luciteinternational.com/monomers/
eame) and here in FreeFlow, we share our 
market knowledge with you.

Challenging market conditions 
In the previous issue of FreeFlow (April 2017), 
I was describing the situation that the EMEA 
region had already been experiencing for 
some months: a significant reduction in the 
import volume of methacrylate monomers, 
most notably MMA, and that this, plus some 
production shortfalls from European assets, 
had tipped the market into a more tightly 
balanced position. What transpired through 
Q2 proved to be a very challenging time for 
the industry with a structural shortage of 
methacrylate products being experienced 
in the region for several months. And what 
has happened since then, but what was 
not so widely predicted, is that the tight 
market situation globally, and hence also 
in the EMEA region, has continued largely 
unabated through Q3.  
 The MMA supply / demand balance 
in Asia has been tight since the start of 
2017 - a combination of sustained strong 
demand from the main application segments 
across the region compared to availability 
of material. Inventory levels have remained 
consistently low and the market has 
therefore been tightly balanced and very 
reactive and responsive to any subsequent 
unplanned events. 

 As a consequence, the EMEA region 
has found it difficult to source reliably (and 
affordably) the volume of imports that 
was required to supplement European 
production. Imports from Asia did start to 
arrive early in Q3, but have thus far proven 
to be insufficient to help fully satisfy the 
demand being generated by opportunities 
identified by the customer base. 
 The terrible circumstances recently in 
the US Gulf region have resulted in huge 
disruption to the US chemicals industry and 
unfortunately a further tightening of the North 
American MMA market. The global industry 
is responding by diverting available material 
to the region. There will therefore continue to 
be a strain on MMA availability globally and 
in the EMEA region for the next few months 
until full production in the US has been 
restored and inventories there re-established, 
at which point the normal global trade flows 
can be resumed.      

Demand picture is robust 
It has been difficult to detect any of the 
normal seasonality in demand thus far this 
year. Demand in the supposedly quieter 
summer months has not been apparent 
as the underlying requirements have been 
supplemented by unfulfilled demand from 
earlier in the year and the need to replenish 
safety stock and working inventories that 
had become depleted through Q2.    
 The LI sales team has continued to visit 
customers regularly during this period, to 
communicate our views on the market but 

primarily to understand our customers’ 
perspective, and the challenges and the 
opportunities that they are being presented 
with. The encouraging news is that demand 
levels for methacrylates are reported to be 
good, with a positive outlook also for the 
remainder of 2017 and even talk of double-
digit year on year growth in some application 
areas. The outlook for next year is also being 
projected by the majority in a positive way.

Supply side performance 
There have been a large number of 
unplanned outages at MMA assets around 
the world in addition to the planned events 
that are required for essential maintenance 
activities. These seem to have been due to 
a variety of reasons and have resulted in a 
generally lower availability of material than 
had been anticipated. This may not have had 
such an impact had global demand not been 
so strong, and it remains to be seen if this is 
what is now a prolonged transient or the new 
normal for the industry. 
 There continues to be investment in new 
capacity, which is much needed to meet the 
continuing growth in demand. At the time of 
writing, the start-up of Mitsubishi Chemical’s 
JV MMA asset in Saudi Arabia using LI’s 
“Alpha” technology is eagerly anticipated 
and is a very visible demonstration of the 
company’s ongoing commitment to the 
methacrylates industry, which is particularly 
relevant given the challenges of the last  
few months.     

Malcolm Kidd
Business Director
Monomers EMEA

Taking a closer look at The Markets
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Perfect clarity, 
Perfect protection 
Over 30 years of pioneering the use of acrylic components in pressure rated 
applications have made Blanson Ltd a world leader in the manufacture of 
hyperbaric oxygen chambers, pharmaceutical fi ltration columns and complete 
pressure hulls for submersible vehicles.

FF: How would you describe Blanson Ltd? 
AT. Well, on paper, we’re a relatively small, 
privately owned, precision engineering 
business of 30 people operating out of a 
32,000 sq ft premises at Narborough near 
Leicester in the UK, focused entirely on 
acrylic-based applications. But our compact 
size belies the global reputation we’ve 
established as a ‘go to’ company for the 
design and production of specialist enclosures 
for pressure sensitive applications. 40 years 
ago Blanson was just another traditional, 
metal-based, UK engineering business, but 
in the 1970’s the company diversifi ed into 
making acrylic scanner printer drums for the 
copier industry. Today the business exports 
95% of our products worldwide and is an 
industry leader for hyperbaric chambers, 
low pressure chromatography tubes for 
pharmaceutical drug production and pressure 
hulls for submersible vehicles. 

FF: What would you say is the secret of 
the company’s success?
AT. It’s undoubtedly quality. Compliance 
is key when you’re talking about high 
specifi cation performance application areas. 
Our tight quality control systems, with BSI 
and ISO 9001:20078 accreditation; our 

in-house and external testing regimes; and 
our membership of organisations such as 
ASME (American Society for Mechanical 
Engineers), all contribute to the quality of 
our product. Materials are continuously 
monitored and standards are constantly 
changing - particularly in the highly regulated 
food and pharmaceutical sectors. This means 
everyone in the value chain working together 
and developing solutions in partnership.
It’s why the relationship we’ve developed 
over the past 20 years with LI is so important 
to our business. It’s not just about product 
consistency - batch after batch of material 
has to be perfect. But, when we’re looking 
to push material formulation to enhance its 
performance potential, it’s equally about 
technical support. 

FF: What are Blanson’s main products?
AT. We are capable of casting, curing 
and engineering high performance acrylic 
components of up to 2.2m in diameter/2.2m 
in length, in thicknesses of up to 30cm thick. 
These products are currently used in three 
main application areas:

Hyperbaric chambers: Originally developed 
to treat divers suffering from decompression 

sickness (‘the bends’) or where there has 

been oxygen starvation such as in carbon 

monoxide poisoning, the use of hyperbaric 

chambers has now expanded for use as a 

medical treatment where oxygen saturation is 

used to repair tissue damage and speed up 

healing. For example, in the UK, hyperbaric 

chambers are being used to treat Multiple 

Sclerosis with around 80 installations across 

the country being run by the MS Society 

charity. Across the world hyperbaric chambers 

are also now being used as part of the 

treatment for diabetes, to stimulate blood fl ow 

to treat the ulcers that diabetics often contract 

as a result of their condition, preventing the 

development of gangrene and the need to 

amputate limbs. Oxygen therapy is already 

well established in the US for the treatment of 

ADHD, strokes and brain injuries - particularly 

for the repeated concussions suffered by 

American footballers, which can result in 

stroke-like symptoms; and the popularity of 

oxygen therapy is growing rapidly in eastern 

Europe and south America.

Founded over 50 years ago, Blanson’s origins were in traditional engineering but a move from metal to acrylic in the late 1970’s turned 
the company into a specialist in pressure rated applications and started a unique partnership with LI. FreeFlow talked to Andy Turner, 
Blanson’s Managing Director to fi nd out more about this partnership and Blanson’s highly sophisticated use of acrylic.

01

Customer Case Study

Going Further for Customers
Lucite International Monomers



used in our products but increasingly 
they are also looking at the sustainability 
of the materials in terms of full life cycle 
assessments, so manufacturing waste and 
product end-of-life recyclability are also under 
careful scrutiny. 

FF: And finally, as a UK-based company 
how concerned are you about the 
prospect of being outside the Eurozone  
in the next couple of years? 
AT. Although we’re UK based we are a global 
business in a niche sector. Not only are there 
very few competitors who can offer the depth 
of experience and the quality of product that 
we deliver but we pride ourselves on being 
easy to work with. Our business has largely 
been built on personal recommendations 
and networking at trade shows around the 
world. We are fortunate to now have a global 
customer base which extends well beyond 
the Eurozone - with significant sales  
in the USA and the Far East becoming 
increasingly important.

To learn more about Blanson’s products go 
to: www.blanson.com

03

04 05

01  Cover & main image: A tug boat wreck  
  off the coast of Malta. 
02 & 03   Final inspection of a cruise ship 

submersible hull.
04   Sea Explorer 3 on location in Greenland. 
05   Sea Explorer 3 in Malta.

Pharma and food production:  
A large and growing new application area 
for us is in the supply of the low pressure 
chromatography filtration tubes necessary for 
the latest state-of-the-art bio-technological 
production of vaccines and drugs for the 
treatment of conditions such as arthritis, 
Multiple Sclerosis, cancer and Motor Neurone 
disease. Acrylic enclosures are particularly 
useful in this application because they 
offer clear visibility of processing but don’t 
have the same potential for the unexpected 
catastrophic failure of glass, which is far 
more brittle. Because sterilisation is obviously 
a key requirement in this application area, 
Blanson is working closely with LI to develop 
new highly chemical resistant grades with the 
potential for acrylic to be used in even more 
areas of this rapidly developing sector. Acrylic 
tubes that meet the stringent requirements of 
the US FDA (Food and Drug Administration) 
Certificate of Toxicity compliance for use in the 
food processing industry are also increasingly 
in demand.

Submersible vessel canopies:  
With 70% of our planet covered by water it 
is astounding to realise that we know more 
about the surface of the moon than we do 

about our own watery backyard. Our deep 
ocean floors still remain largely unexplored 
and only a handful of people have ever 
dived to depths in excess of 6000m. Films 
like James Cameron’s 2014 ‘Deep Sea 
Challenge’ expedition to dive seven miles 
down to explore the Mariana Trench and David 
Attenborough’s BBC Natural World Giant 
Squid documentary continue to stimulate the 
public fascination for undersea exploration 
pioneered by Jacques Cousteau in the 
1960’s. Blanson has been at the forefront of 
developing the latest generation of pressure 
resistant acrylic dome windows and lenses 
required for submarines and mini submersible 
vehicles used by scientists, filmmakers, the 
military, tourist operators; and increasingly by 
wealthy enthusiasts. In fact today you’re more 
likely to find a personal submersible capable 
of carrying 2-11 people to depths of 1000m on 
a super yacht than a helicopter!

FF: How engaged are your customers  
with the wider sustainability agenda?
AT. Compliance with chemical regulations 
such as the European REACH Directive 
means that customers today are all 
automatically concerned about the full 
traceability and impact of any additives  

02

Few competitors can 
offer the depth of 
experience and the 
quality of product 
that we deliver; and 
we pride ourselves 
on being easy to 
work with. Spotlight on Andy Turner Managing Director, Blanson Limited

Blanson’s MD, Andy Turner confesses that as a boy he had aspirations to be a professional footballer 
and even tried out for Leicester City. But that dream wasn’t to be. He did one year of a chemistry 
degree before deciding that he’d rather be running a business than in a lab, so joined E&Y, where he 
qualified as a chartered accountant. Ten years of running his own electronics business gave him the 
hands on experience of running a company he needed, so that when the business was sold he was 
able to bring his business acumen to Blanson when he joined as financial controller in 2010.  
18 months later Andy took over as managing director and is now delighted to be leading such a unique 
and exciting business. He sees the challenge for Blanson is to be able to maintain the growth it’s been 
experiencing over recent years and move it from being a niche specialist by diversifying its product 
offering. On a personal level Andy’s childhood dreams of getting onto a football field have now been 
replaced by a yearning to dive into the ocean depths in one of the deep sea submersibles that Blanson 
has helped to create!

Going Further for Customers
Lucite International Monomers
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An imaginative display created around Perspex® acrylic, by  
The Cheshire Area of NAFAS, won both GOLD and BEST EXHIBIT 
awards at the RHS 2017 Flower Show held at Tatton Park in the  
north west of England. To read more go to:  
www.perspex.com/case-studies/rhs-flower-show-tatton-park-2017 

ACRYLIC  

SHOWCASE 
Acrylic offers endless application possibilities - from aquaria to 
architecture, boats to bathrooms, fashion to furniture, glazing to signs, 
coatings & adhesives to medical applications and so much more. 

Acrylic sheet and polymer is available in a spectacular array of colours, 
effects and transparency levels making it one of the most versatile, 
contemporary materials to work with. It’s therefore no surprise that 

architects, artists, designers, retailers, specifiers, research and 
development teams choose acrylic to turn their visions into reality.  
It’s the perfect material to spark the imagination and set creativity free. 

Here, in our new gallery feature, we showcase some examples of 
inspiring and stunning uses of acrylic. You can find many more on  
our websites: www.perspex.com and www.luciteinternational.com 

RHS FLOWER SHOW  
TATTON PARK

One of Clerkenwell Design Week’s most 
ambitious installations to date, the Beacon, 
made up of red and orange Perspex® acrylic 
panels, stands 26 feet (8 meters) tall. To read 
more go to: www.perspex.com/case-studies/
clerkenwell-design-week-2017-the-beacon 

CLERKENWELL  
DESIGN WEEK 
LONDON 2017

Tempus is a unique state-of-the-art, illuminated timepiece by artist 
and designer Ben Rousseau. The futuristic clock faces fabricated 
from Perspex® acrylic, operate with digital LEDs that illuminate 
three surrounding rings in sequence. To read more go to:  
www.perspex.com/case-studies/tempus-by-rousseau-designs

TIME TO  
SHINE CLOCKS
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GRAVITY DEFYING 
GARDEN
Perspex® acrylic domes made by Talbot 
Designs took center stage at this year’s London 
Design Week in the form of an aerial installation 
by acclaimed floral designer, Larry Walshe. To 
read more go to: http://blog.luciteinternational.
com/gravity-defying-garden 

LONDON FESTIVAL OF 

ARCHITECTURE
The beauty of Perspex® acrylic was showcased by design practice 
Scene, in their hanging lighting installation ‘Circle’ at this summer’s 
London Festival of Architecture. To read more go to: www.perspex.
com/news/london-festival-of-architecture-2017 

The elegant curved Perspex® display cases 
developed for the Gucci sponsored, ‘House Style’ 
exhibition at Chatsworth in Derbyshire, England 
offer a solution for how clothes and mannequins 
could be safely presented in a unique flowing 
display. To read more go to: www.perspex.com/
case-studies/chatsworth-house-display-cases

ZURICH  
BOTANICAL
DOMES
Perspex® CC provides performance glazing for 
the Botanical Gardens in Zurich which have
become an iconic feature of the landscape in
the gardens at the University of Zurich. To read 
more go to: www.perspex.com/case-studies/
botanical-gardens
Photo: Roger Frei, Zürich 

CENTURIES  

OF 
FASHIONFI

V
E
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The new Mitsubishi Chemical Corporation (MCC), was launched 
on 1 April 2017, following the integration of former Mitsubishi 
Chemical, Mitsubishi Plastics and Mitsubishi Rayon. 
The integration under the ownership of Mitsubishi Chemical 
Holdings Group (MCHC) is the basis for future growth. By bringing 
these three companies together we are not only maximising 
synergies but also integrating technologies and knowledge that 
have been accumulated and cultivated over decades. 

A key part of our mission is to contribute to solving social 
and global issues.

New synergies 
emerging in MCC  

In order to accelerate growth on a global 
level, a new business structure has been set 
up that capitalises on market information 
and technological competence. The new 
organisation has also brought together 
different businesses from Mitsubishi Chemical, 
Mitsubishi Plastics and Mitsubishi Rayon 
which serve the same industries. The newly 
established Regional Headquarters in 
Europe is driving regional collaboration by 
establishing cross-business industry solutions 
teams such as Automotive, 3D Printing, 
Packaging, Aerospace and Medical as well 
as supporting the businesses through shared 
marketing activities and transfer of people.
 By leveraging our accumulated 
technologies and information as well as our 
talented employees, the aim is to create new 
value for customers.

Benefi ts already emerging from the 
MCC integration
Only six months into the integration LI in 
Europe is already working much more closely 
with colleagues from other group businesses 
such as Mitsubishi Polyester Film, Mitsubishi 
Chemical Carbon Fiber and Composites 
GmbH, Quadrant, Wethjie, TK Industries and 
Nippon Gohsei to identify synergies and share 
market knowledge. This creates value for our 
customers who can have access to a much 
wider portfolio of products via their contact 
with LI.  

New collaboration forums are 
being created
A good example of one of the new Industry 
solution Teams (IST) is the Automotive IST, 
where LI is collaborating with nine other group 
companies to combine their product offerings 
and provide solutions for customers. 

Daniel Tyrkas, Automotive Solutions Manager 
from the Regional Headquarters describes 
the benefi ts of this collaborative approach 
as: “bringing a bigger bunch of fl owers to the 
automotive party. Our customers will benefi t 
from multiple solutions for their challenges and 
will be able to pick the solutions that best suit 
their needs.”
 In addition, in the coming months LI will 
be part of the newly established 3D Printing 
IST with the fi rst collaborative workshop 
planned for early October.
 We believe that this closer interaction 
between the different group companies and 
increased networking will help us to realise 
MCC’s ambitious growth plans.
 As well as the ISTs, members of the 
LI team also participate in Functional 
cross-company groups in the areas of HR, 
Purchasing, Environmental, Health and 
Safety, Marketing, Product Stewardship and 
R&D. Through participating in these groups 
businesses can share resources, knowledge 
and best practice. Bringing people in this way, 
we have already identifi ed areas where we 
can optimise the use of our resources and 
gain effi ciencies.  
 In addition, through the new Mitsubishi 
Chemical Europe Senior Leadership 
Programme, members of the LI team have 
also made connections with colleagues 
from other businesses. This programme has 
created opportunities to share ideas and 
expertise as well as identify new business 
opportunities. 

Increased collaboration is engineered 
into the new MCC structure 
Our people will make the difference! As more 
people move from one business to another, 
enriching not only their own level of 

A LEADING COMPANY IN THE INDUSTRY

01

From 1 April 2017, three businesses of the Mitsubishi 
Chemical Holdings Group became integrated to 
become ONE Mitsubishi Chemical.

Product stewards from across MCC met 
in Shanghai during June, to establish a 
truly global network, and developed a 
priority action plan with the support and 
contribution from the MCC Chemicals 
Management Department. The objective 
was to learn from each other, take the 
best from the best to give consistent 
advice and support for our product and 
supply chains globally.

Through innovations 
that utilise the power of 
chemistry, we will create 
new value, and sustainably 
develop as a company 
while contributing to 
solving global social and 
environmental issues 
through our products and 
services.

Hitoshi Ochi, President & CEO
Mitsubishi Chemical Corporation

know-how but establishing a network 
of expertise and know-how between 
our different businesses, we will create 
organisational learning and identify more 
cross-business opportunities.

01  MMA Product Stewardship Network, 
Shanghai, June 2017.
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Turkish economy 
Over the last 15 years the Turkish 
economy has been transformed 
by a combination of an aggressive 
government privatisation programme 
which has steadily reduced the 
state’s involvement in Turkish 
industry, together with the emergence 
of a whole new class of Turkish 
entrepreneurs and a will to grow.

 

 Back in 2014, FreeFlow reported that the
Turkish economy had successfully bounced 
back from the 2008-2009 global fi nancial 
crisis. But this rebound was to slow again with 
demand for exports falling in late 2014 only 
to be compounded by mounting geopolitical 
tensions in the region and failed putsch of July 
2016 undermining investment confi dence. 
The Turkish government has since responded 
with expansionary fi scal measures to help 
bolster consumption & investment which, 
together with healthy export growth driven by a 
weak lira, have all contributed to counteracting 
uncertainty and helping economic growth 
edge back up to 3.5% for 2017-18; and 
demonstrated the resilience and underlying 
strength of the Turkish economy.
 

 “Turkey today enjoys a well-established, 
and diverse, plastics manufacturing and 
coatings sector offering a high quality of 
products & services and benefi tting from its 
unique geographical location with access to 
both eastern and western markets (for both 
manufacturing raw materials and fi nished 
product consumers)”, says LI’s dedicated sales 
manager at Aktaş Dış Ticaret, LI’s distribution 
partner in Turkey, Efem Esi. He continues: 
“Steady investment in manufacturing capacity 
over recent years both from global players 
and independent Turkish operators has been 
refl ected in sector growth ahead of general 
GDP levels despite the tightness of MMA 
availability. With the strong partnership between 
LI and Aktaş Dış Ticaret we anticipate that new 
MMA capacity coming on stream will see the 
Turkish acrylics-based industry going from 
strength to strength in the future”.

poised to gear up again

Key facts about Turkey
To put the key facts about Turkey in some kind of context, Turkey has a 
population that is broadly similar to the population of Germany living in a 
land area that is over twice as large. Economically, according to the IMF 
(as reported in Wikipedia), Turkey is ranked as the 13th largest economy 
in the world by forecasted gross domestic product based on purchasing 
power parity (GDP PPP). This places it ahead of Spain, Canada and 
Australia in the ranking and just behind Italy, France and the UK. 

Land Area: 783,356 km2 (vs Germany:357,168km2)
Population: 79.8 million (vs Germany: 82 million)
Economy: GDP (PPP) $2.082 trillion (vs Germany $3.980 trillion)
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Vito, Şenol, and Levent are a unique three-headed management 
team, working together and enjoying their roles in a growing 
enterprise producing world-class acrylic sheets. However, at the 
same time they admit that it’s important for them to get the work-life 
balance right and maintain personal lives outside their hectic business, 
making time to enjoy the fruits of their success. Şenol is currently 
looking forward to a trip to Brazil, and Levent to Bali. Vito enjoys fine 
dining at Michelin star restaurants - he has already been to the ten 
top rated restaurants of the world. All three partners are avid football 
fans even though they don’t root for the same teams (Vito supports 
Beşiktaş whilst Şenol and Levent both support Galatasaray). Their  
joint ‘bucket list’ includes flying a plane for Levent, a day’s fishing in  
a fishing boat for Şenol, and visiting Peru for Vito!

 BAS has been a strategic partner with 
LI/Aktaş for the supply of MMA since 1993. 
It’s a partnership based on a combination of 
trust based on reliability and responsiveness; 
respect for the real expertise in our 
respective field of operations; and solid 
financial foundations. Over the years we 
have demonstrated a mutual determination 
to solve any problems that have arisen.  
says Levent

 In line with the overall growth of 
the Turkish economy over recent years 
the demand for cast acrylic sheets has 
expanded substantially and despite the 
challenges of being able to secure sufficient 
supplies of MMA, BAS has been able to 
extend its production capacity to meet 
this growth in demand. Our success has, 
in major part, been as a result of our 
customer-centric strategies. Our reputation 
for guaranteed quality, combined with our 
ability to customise our products to the 
needs of the customers in terms of colour, 
required sheet thickness or size, together 
with our willingness to meet customer 
delivery requirements, no matter how 
stringent they are, have earned us preferred 
vendor status.            says Şenol

 The majority of our cast acrylic  
sheet production is marketed through 
a network of dealers, to a diverse group 
of customers ranging from workshops 
manufacturing and marketing acrylic signage, 
to manufacturers of bathtubs, as well as to 
decor companies specialising in decorative 
items and exhibition stands. Our solid surface 
material sheets are supplied to architectural 
project management firms and solid 
surface sheet installation subcontractors of 
construction projects. The ten-fold expansion 
in the production space allocated to solid 
surface sheets in our new factory will help the 
company to fulfil its ambitions to take solid 
surface products from 5% to 20% of total sales. 
But we are also gearing up for the production 
of extruded acrylic by the end of 2017 and 
committed to the investments required.   
says Vito

With its headquarters in Istanbul, Birleşik Akrilik Sanayi (BAS) is a market-leading 
Turkish producer of cast acrylic sheets and solid surface material sheets. Founded 
in 1985 by three partners, Vitali (Vito) Mesulam, Şenol Celik and Levent Yuksel 
Sezik, who each already had many years of market-specific careers in acrylic sheet 
sales and marketing. Over the past 30 years the business has grown into a major 
independent manufacturer supplying both the home and export markets. When 
the company started it was producing just 10 metric tonnes per month. Following a 
move to a new 20,000 sq. metre factory complex at Düzce in 2012, its 2016 output 
was over 50% of the market capacity with 10% of production being exported to 
European and Middle Eastern countries and a strong share of the Turkish cast 
acrylic sheets market. 

A SUCCESS
based on solid partnerships  

Left to right: Levent Yuksel Sezik, Şenol Celik and Vitali (Vito) Mesulam

Customer Case Study
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5S

Remove all unnecessary 
items from the workplace 
that are not immediately 

needed for the work.

1. SEIRI, or SORT

Place needed items 
(materials, tools, 
information) in a 

location that supports 
the operation and 

worker.

2. SEITON, or  
SET IN ORDER

 Make the workplace 
spotless, free from 

contaminants, dirt and 
foreign material.

3. SEISO, or SHINE

 Create a standard means 
of keeping the workplace 

and work practices  
orderly and clean.

4. SEIKETSU,  
or STANDARDISE

Make a commitment 
in order, arrangement 

and cleanliness 
and set up ongoing 
support processes.

5. SHITSUKE,  
or SUSTAIN

FreeFlow talked to Graham York, 
Manufacturing Manager at the Cassel site, 
to gain some insights into why LI chose to 
embark on a 5S programme and how the 
journey is progressing.
 Graham identifies the catalyst for the 
start of the 5S journey for Cassel as being 
a Mitsubishi Chemical Corporation site 
audit in 2016. “We already had an operating 
performance that was robust, with good 
process safety management, but we were 
all aware that in places the site was looking 
its age. The audit was like someone holding 
a mirror up and showing us there was an 
aspect of the business that none of us were 
really happy with and one that perhaps had 
the potential to bring even more operational 
efficiency”.
 Having decided to embark on a change 
programme, Graham says that the Cassel 
management team took a careful look 
at industry best practice both within and 
outside of the MCC group before deciding 
to tailor a programme that would optimise 
the contribution to manufacturing and EHS 
excellence. One such example was at Otake 

People caring 
more about their 
workplace is a 
win-win strategy 

There’s no instant fix to embedding a culture like 5S in a long-established business. It’s 
challenging because it’s not just a one-off large task. The benefits of investing in such a 
programme come through permanent and sustainable behaviour change. A suitable metaphor 
might be to compare implementing a 5S programme to starting a giant wheel turning - knowing 
that once the new systems start to gain momentum properly they will begin to gather speed 
and operate on their own in a virtuous, self-regulating, improvement spiral.
 LI’s Cassel site (EMEA monomers production facility) is only eight months into the 
implementation of a 5S programme that is recognised as a two-to-three year change 
process, but site visitors are already beginning to notice that there is definitely something 
happening in the business.

5S, the management system which originated in Japan, 
aims to embed spontaneous and continuous improvement 
of working environment and working conditions into the 
culture of an organisation. The system’s name derives from 
the Japanese words: seiri, seito, seiso, seiketsu, shitsuke,  
each of which represents a key step in the 5S process. For 
LI the 5S philosophy fits naturally within their ongoing 
improvement journey.

spot the barriers to change up front, allowing 
them to prepare systems and tools to tackle 
anticipated challenges. Each stage was 
made as easy as possible - for example, by 
giving easy access to cleaning materials and 
equipment and having ‘quarantine areas’ 
for the straightforward disposal of any large, 
redundant items. “Their ambition from the 
outset was to create a sustainable workforce-
led, rather than management-driven, process”, 
says Graham. So, starting with engaging the 
leadership team, the organisation set about 
refocusing its habitual priorities right from 
the top. A scene setting presentation was 
developed to roll out the launch, together  
with a supporting 5S intranet area to keep  
the process dynamic by regularly reporting  
on progress.
 Graham is quick to stress that the 
business is committed to the sustainability  
of the site and 5S doesn’t cost anything in 
the long term but has the potential to deliver 
a safer and more reliable operation. Graham 
compares the process to systematically 
peeling the layers off an onion. Each new 
stage is being launched by the leadership 
team with goals for their team and a personal 
‘contract’ to deliver results. The first wave 
of ‘Sort’ ‘Set’ and ‘Shine’, for example, was 
deliberately given an extremely high profile, 

clearing away vast amounts of material, giving 
all employees a sense of ownership. Senior 
management involvement was highly visible 
with Site Director Melanie Jury playing a very 
active role as part of a working group for 
the building in which she is located, paying 
particular attention to ensure her own office 
got a thorough 5S refresh.
 Achievable project targets in each area 
of the site, set by local teams, have ranged 
from painting a kitchen area to restoring 
major components on the plant. This layered 
approach has allowed momentum to build 
across the site with lots of good examples. 
You only have to walk into the site’s main 
reception area to see one example of a 
very visible transformation. This area has 
been completely refreshed. Across the plant 
Graham says that expectations and standards 
are changing. People are conscientiously 
picking up litter that they might have previously 
left behind - facilitated by the fact that there 
are now bins close to hand and a process in 
place to ensure that they are emptied. People 
are motivated because it makes for a more 
pleasant working environment but, importantly 
it also contributes to the safer operation of 
the site, fosters an ownership for the general 
condition of the workplace and begins to 
change wider attitudes. 

Graham York
Manufacturing Manager
Cassel site

in Japan, where Cassel Operations Manager 
Chris McMorris was able to observe their 
implementation of operating a 5S programme 
at first hand.
 Graham acknowledges that the 
management were under no illusion about 
the difficulty of effecting widespread change 
across 12 production units on a large site with 
a long operational history. They understood 
the need to keep the process visible so that 
people could see what they were contributing 
to and ensure that they could directly 
appreciate the benefits.

Based on their knowledge of the people, 
places and processes in existing operations  
– and drawing on the experience of other 
sites, the 5S project team were careful to 

“Our ambition from  
the outset was to  
create a sustainable 
workforce-led, rather 
than management-
driven, process”
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01  A day spent in the ‘Shine’ phase in the main office 
block at Cassel. A mixed team comprising of the 
SHE team, engineering and senior management, 
which saw great effort from everyone involved. 

02  Cassel’s sparkling reception which has been 
refurbished and offers a warm welcome to  
our visitors. 



An early win in the ‘Sort’ phase relates to 
wastage. Improving the order and arrangement 
of stored materials, so that what is in stock 
is clearly visible, is reducing unnecessary 
reordering. Work fl ow has improved benefi ting 
the effi ciency of the whole operation and 
there have already been savings in excess 
of £20k. But the programme is certainly not 
just focused on making short term fi nancial 
savings. Removing latent hazards on the plant 
and in lab, workshop and offi ce environments, 
making them a safer place to work in, is 
perhaps more important. It’s about lots of 
incremental changes which will ultimately 
add up to the bigger benefi t of a safer, more 
reliable; and ultimately more sustainable 
operation.
 In the ‘Set’ phase a ten minute time-saving 
challenge to everyone, to make adjustments 
to their personal work space to deliver small 
effi ciency savings gaining just a few minutes 
through better effi ciency, allowed those 
who work in a virtual workspace to become 
engaged - effectively freeing up time and 
delivering a huge benefi t to the site as a whole. 
 And, at a personal level, Graham and his 
colleagues have experienced the 5S at 
fi rst-hand. “Our offi ces are less cluttered so 
you can defi nitely fi nd things more easily. The 
5S philosophy underpins so many areas of 
running a safe, effi cient business that we are 
fi nding that we are automatically more closely 
aligned on common goals, like LI’s global SHE 
programme. We are also regularly discussing 
our 5S learnings with our colleagues in MCC 
elsewhere in the world so that we can all learn 
from best practices”. 

 Graham concludes that embedding new 
5S work practices permanently into the site’s 
quality standards and improvement plan is 
ensuring that changes are not just short-lived 
cosmetic refi nements, they are permanently 
adjusted working practices with the potential 
to delivery real long-term operational benefi ts. 
5S is not just about housekeeping it’s about 
changing the way we plan and approach 
work, reducing wastage and improving the 
operating environment in the present and 
ensuring that 5S compliancy is a criteria 
for any new plant and equipment to ensure 
that the benefi ts of improved effi ciently are 
engineered into the business permanently. 
For the business 5S is proving to be an 
embodiment of LI’s behavioural values and a 
clear refl ection of MCC’s overarching Kaiteki 
philosophy. For Cassel employees it’s creating 
a safer, more pleasant working environment, 
that promises to get better every month. 

An insight into the 
culture of Japan5S is not just about 

housekeeping it’s 
about changing 
the way we think 
and approach 
everything we do

Shortly after MCC acquired LI, Ochi san (President & CEO of Mitsubishi Chemical Corporation) advocated sending a number 
of Japanese employees on secondments to both the EMEA and US LI businesses to learn more about our businesses and also 
to educate us about Japanese culture. This process was extremely effective and highly fulfilling for all involved. We therefore 
thought it would be interesting to look at what differentiates Japanese work culture according to the internationally recognised 
founder of comparative intercultural research, Professor Geert Hofstede. In a global study that has been in progress for over 
30 years, Professor Hofstede has formulated a model to describe how culture influences differ across the world. So, using a 
selection of the cultural ‘dimensions’ published on Hofstede’s website how does the Japanese business culture measure up?

Power Distance
Dealing with the attitudes towards ‘equality’ and ‘inequality’ within 
society, Power Distance refl ects the extent to which the less powerful 
members of institutions and organisations within a country expect 
and accept that power is distributed unequally. With an intermediate 
Power Distance score of 54, Japan is a borderline hierarchical society 
where people tend to be conscious of their hierarchical position in any 
social setting and act accordingly. However it is a highly meritocratic 
society with the education system stressing that everybody is born 
equal and anyone can get ahead if they work hard enough. In fact 
Japan is nowhere near as hierarchical as most of the other Asian 
cultures. In fact the common experience of protracted decision-taking 
in Japan, with decisions being confi rmed by each hierarchical layer in 
the organisations demonstrates this. Unlike more hierarchical societies 
no one supreme authority is considered to have the right to make a 
decision without regard to the opinion of others.

Individualism
This Hofstede dimension considers the degree of interdependence a society maintains among 
its members and how people´s self-image is defined in terms of “I” or “We”. In Individualist 
societies people are meant to look after themselves and their direct family, whereas in Collectivist 
societies people belong to ‘in groups’ that take care of them in exchange for loyalty. Japan scores 
46 on the Individualism dimension. Japanese society does show many of the characteristics of 
a collectivistic society (putting harmony of group above the expression of individual opinions 
and people have a strong sense of shame for losing face). However, it is not as collectivistic as 
other Asian societies. Individualism may seem to be at odds with the corporate loyalty that most 
Japanese employees exhibit. However, company loyalty is something, which people have chosen 
for themselves, which is an Individualist thing to do. Japanese in-grouping is actually situational 
compared to more collectivistic culture, where people are loyal to their inner group by birth 
(extended family and local community). The Japanese may be perceived to be collectivistic by 
Western standards but by Asian standards they are Individualist and considered to be more 
private and reserved. 
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03  Cooling tower area on one of Cassel’s MMA 
plants, repainted to restore to its original state. 

04  ‘Sort’ phase on site, picking up litter and making 
sure the car parks and outside areas are clean 
and smart. 
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We value your opinion
We would very much like to know what you think of FreeFlow. If you have a particular 
area of interest or would like to see a particular issue covered next time, please do let us 
know by emailing comments to: lyn.hatch@lucite.com
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2All information or advice provided in this Magazine is intended to be general in nature and you should not rely on it in 

connection with the making of any decisions. Mitsubishi Rayon Lucite Group Limited and the companies within the 
Mitsubishi Rayon Lucite Group Limited group of companies try to ensure that all information provided in this Magazine 
is correct at the time of inclusion but does not guarantee the accuracy of such information. Mitsubishi Rayon Lucite 
Group Limited and the companies within the Mitsubishi Rayon Lucite Group Limited group of companies are not liable 
for any action you may take as a result of relying on the information or advice within the Magazine nor for any loss or 
damage suff ered by you arising therefrom. 

Long Term Orientation 

This dimension describes how a society maintains links with its past 
while dealing with the challenges of the present and future. With 
a score of 88 on this dimension Japan is one of the most Long Term 
Orientated societies in the world. Japanese tend to see their life as a 
very short episode in a long history of mankind. With this perspective, 
a degree of fatalism is inevitable. You do your best in your life time 
and that is all you can do. People live their lives guided by virtues 
and practical good examples. In corporate Japan, you see long term 
orientation in the constantly high rate of investment in R&D even in 
economically diffi cult times, and an emphasis on steady growth of 
market share rather than to just deliver short term profi ts. Japanese 
companies see themselves as serving all of their stakeholders for 
many generations to come.

Indulgence 
This dimension is defi ned as 
the extent to which people try 
to control their desires and 
impulses, based on the way 
they were raised. Relatively weak 
control is called “Indulgence” 
and relatively strong control 
is called “Restraint”. Cultures 
can, therefore, be described as 

Indulgent or Restrained. With a 
low score of 42, Japan is shown 
to have a culture of Restraint with 
less emphasis on leisure time and 
with the control of gratifi cation 
of desires. People with this 
orientation have the perception 
that their actions are Restrained 
by social norms and can feel that 
indulging themselves may be 
frowned upon.

Through the publication of Culture’s Consequences, Geert Hofstede became the founder 
of comparative intercultural research. His book, Cultures and Organizations: Software of the 
Mind, has so far been translated into 20 languages. Hofstede is recognised internationally 
for having developed the fi rst empirical model of “dimensions“ of national culture and 
his research is referenced worldwide in psychology and management studies. If you are 
interested to learn more, go to: www.geert-hofstede.com

Uncertainty Avoidance 

This value has to do with the way that a society deals with the fact that the future can never be known: should we try to control 
the future or just let it happen? The extent to which the members of a culture feel threatened by ambiguous or unknown situations and 
have created beliefs and institutions that try to avoid these is reflected in the score on Uncertainty Avoidance. At 92 Japan is one of the most 
uncertainty-avoiding cultures on earth. This has been attributed to the fact that Japan has historically been impacted by uncontrollable 
natural disasters like earthquakes, tsunamis, typhoons and volcano eruptions. As a consequence Japanese people have learned to prepare 
themselves for any uncertain situation and society has organised itself to maximise predictability. Life is highly ritualised with a lot of 
ceremonies. There are opening and closing ceremonies every school year; how weddings, funerals and other important social events should 
be conducted are prescribed in detailed etiquette books. In corporate Japan, any change is considered very carefully. A lot of time and effort 
is put into feasibility studies and risk mitigation is paramount. 
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